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Houthi drones kill several at Yemeni military parade
10 Jan 2020
Reuters, Uk
Drones belonging to the Iranian-aligned Houthi movement attacked a Yemeni 
government military parade in the southern province of Lahaj on Thursday, killing several 
people, Saudi and Houthi media reported.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-yemen-security/houthi-drones-kill-several-at-yemeni-
military-parade-idUSKCN1P40N9

West Libyan forces claim downed drone as Turkish support arrives 
28 Jan 2020
Reuters, Uk
Forces aligned with Libya’s Tripoli-based government said on Tuesday they had shot 
down a drone operated by their rivals, suggesting a strengthening of air defenses as they 
receive accelerated military support from Turkey.
https://it.reuters.com/article/worldNews/idUSKBN1ZR2J7

The General and the others 
3 Jan 2020
Hubert Wetzel, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Germany
Special forces or armed drones: these have been the weapons used by the US presidents 
for years to eliminate terrorists around the world. But the attack in Baghdad differs from 
previous operations. General Soleimani wasn’t just another Bin Laden or al-Bagdadi: he 
had an official military rank and a position in the Iranian security apparatus. If the US 
Army kills members of militant groups, it’s an anti-terrorist operation. For a deadly attack 
on a high-ranking regime representative it must be chosen another name: war.
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/toetungskommandos-der-general-und-die-
anderen-1.4744404

US kills Iran general Qassem Suleimani in strike ordered by Trump 
3 Jan 2020
Julian Borger, The Guardian, Uk
Donald Trump ordered an airstrike that killed Iran’s most powerful general in the 
early hours of Friday, in a dramatic escalation of an already bloody struggle between 
Washington and Tehran for influence across the region. Qassem Suleimani was hit by the 
drone strike while local allies from the Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF) drove him from 
Baghdad airport.
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jan/03/baghdad-airport-iraq-attack-deaths-iran-
us-tensions
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U.S. Strike in Iraq Kills Qassim Suleimani, Commander of Iranian 
Forces 
3 Jan 2020
Gianluca di Feo, La Repubblica, Italy
Iran’s top security and intelligence commander was killed early Friday in a drone strike 
at Baghdad International Airport that was authorized by President Trump, American 
officials said. The commander, Maj. Gen. Qassim Suleimani, who led the powerful Quds 
Force of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps, was killed along with several officials 
from Iraqi militias backed by Tehran when an American MQ-9 Reaper drone fired 
missiles into a convoy that was leaving the airport.
https://www.repubblica.it/esteri/2020/01/03/news/iraq_lanciati_razzi_vicino_all_aeroporto_
di_bagdad_ feriti_12_soldati-244853151/

US kills Iran’s most powerful general in Baghdad airstrike 
Jan 3 2020
Francisco Carrión, El Mundo, Spain
The United States killed Iran’s top general and the architect of Tehran’s proxy wars in the 
Middle East in an airstrike at Baghdad’s international airport early on Friday, an attack 
that threatens to dramatically ratchet up tensions in the region. The targeted killing of 
Gen. Qassem Soleimani, the head of Iran’s elite Quds Force, could draw forceful Iranian 
retaliation against American interests in the region and spiral into a far larger conflict 
between the U.S. and Iran, endangering U.S. troops in Iraq, Syria and beyond.
https://www.elmundo.es/internacional/2020/01/03/5e0e7faefdddfff5b48b45eb.html

Sahel: armed drones against terrorists 
14 Jan 2020
Franceinfo, France
Emmanuel Macron announced the dispatch of 220 additional soldiers to the Sahel to 
strengthen the operation Barkhane. For the fight against Daesh, France has armed its 
drones with two bombs weighing 250 kilogram. Three drones are deployed in Niger.
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/faits-divers/terrorisme/antiterrorisme/sahel-des-drones-tueurs-
contre-les-terroristes_3784987.html

Sicilian air base is at the heart of America’s drone wars 
5 Jan 2020
Tommaso Di Francesco, Il Manifesto, Italy
The war of targeted drone assassinations shows that Italy is becoming more and more of a 
weapons platform aimed towards the Middle East. The Italian government is saying that 
“our” military bases, both the US ones and the NATO ones, starting with Sigonella, are 
not engaged, or are minimally involved, in this dangerous American adventure. However, 
Trump’s attack on January 2 calls this into question.
https://global.ilmanifesto.it/sicilian-air-base-is-at-the-heart-of-americas-drone-wars/
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Indonesia intends to have its own MALE drone
1 Jan 2020
Jacek Raubo, Defence 24, Poland
New Indonesian drone - PUNA MALE Elang Hitam is being developed by a consortium 
including PT Dirgantara Indonesia (PTDI), BPPT, ITB and PT LEN Industry. The UAV is 
to measure 8.65 m. and be able to take off and land on short runways – ca. 700 m.; operate 
at an altitude of 20 000 feet and reach speeds of up to 235 km/h. It is to carry loads of up 
to 300 kg and stay in the air for 24 to 30 hours.
https://defence24.pl/indonezja-zamierza-miec-wlasny-dron-male

Florence Parly’s mission in the United States 
27 Jan 2020
Le Monde, France
The French Minister of the Armed Forces, Florence Parly, have to convince her American 
counterpart, Mark Esper, to not withdraw the support in the fight that France has been 
waging against jihadist groups in the Sahel. Pending the decision by the United States, 
France has started the withdrawal of its troops and decided to arm its drones, which 
conducted their first strikes in late December in Mali. Six more drones are expected in 
Niger by the end of the year, bringing the number of aircraft to nine.
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2020/01/27/retenir-l-armee-americaine-au-sahel-la-
mission-de-florence-parly-a-washington_6027356_3212.html

New Drone Battalion Created in Prostějov. It Wants to Fly Combat 
Drones As Well  
16 Jan 2020
Zdeněk Vysloužil, Denik, Czech Republic
The 533. battalion of UAVs was officially presented in its Prostějov base. The specialized 
unit should have up to three hundred members. The battalion of unmanned systems 
will gradually include different sizes of drones, including combat drones by 2025. This 
year the battalion will participate in foreign operations and prepare the integration of 
interoperability with the integrated rescue system.
https://www.denik.cz/regiony/prostejov-armada-dron-drony-bezpilotni-system-prapor.html

A fighter plane for 100 billion euros 
21 Jan 2020
Peter Carstens, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Germany
Germany and France want to develop a fighter aircraft together. It should be ready in 
2040. But there are many hiding dangers. Can the giant project succeed?
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/inland/deutsch-franzoesisches-kampfflugzeug-fuer-100-
milliarden-euro-16593549.html
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The Bundeswehr’s Posse drone enters to the next round 
28 Jan 2020
Gerhard Hegmann, Die Welt, Germany
For the second time, the German Department of Defense has canceled the purchase 
of huge reconnaissance drones. The Euro Hawk project had already burst, now the 
replacement model has been canceled. Instead, an old proposal revived. The so-called 
signal reconnaissance will be carried out with a manned smaller aircraft. The Ministry of 
Defense speaks of a converted “business jet”, but the Bombardier Global 6000 is a top 
favorite in the industry.
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article205423643/MQ-4-Triton-Die-Drohnen-Posse-der-
Bundeswehr-geht-in-die-naechste-Runde.html

USA want to ban China drones - Germany sees no danger 
17 Jan 2020
Thomas Heuzeroth, Die Welt, Germany
The U.S. Department of the Interior is planning to ban drones made by the Chinese 
manufacturer DJI, after the U.S. military already did it. The authority fears the spies of the 
People’s Republic. Germany, however, doesn’t see concrete danger.
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/webwelt/article205071218/Spionage-durch-chinesische-
Drohnen-Deutschland-bleibt-gelassen.html

North Korea wanted to smuggle drones and tank parts from the 
Czech Republic. BIS stopped the weapons for Kim 
27 Jan 2020
Ihned, Czech Republic
North Korean diplomats have been trying to smuggle military equipment from the Czech 
Republic through African countries and China to North Korea. Small drones with a 
wingspan of one meter can fly for about an hour and carry a recording device. The deal 
was intercepted by BIS, the Czech counter-intelligence agency.
https://zahranicni.ihned.cz/c1-66711930-severokorejsky-diplomat-chtel-z-ceska-pasovat-
drony-a-nahradni-dily-do-tanku-bis-jeho-obchod-zarazila
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Military wants to buy at least one combat drone 
16 Jan 2020
Novinky, Czech Republic
The Czech Military wants to purchase at least one large combat drone. UAV weighing 
several hundred kilograms will complement smaller drones that are already in use. 
The system mounted with weapons complementing cameras and sensors should be 
introduced between 2022 and 2024. The drone will be operated by the recently formed 
533rd Unmanned Systems Battalion based in Prostějov, who will become fully operational 
in 2025.
https://www.novinky.cz/domaci/clanek/armada-chce-poridit-alespon-jeden-bojovy-
dron-40310123

US Place Export Controls on Artificial Intelligence 
5 Jan 2020
Bauke Schievink, Tweakers, The Netherlands
The US government is going to limit the export of artificial intelligence. Companies 
wanting to export such technologies will have to request a permit starting this week. It 
concerns specific artificial intelligence related to geospatial imagery, which includes 
software that might help armed drones automatically select targets.
https://tweakers.net/nieuws/161806/verenigde-staten-leggen-exportbeperkingen-op-voor-
kunstmatige-intelligentie.html

New NATO drones have a range “comparable to Polish territory”
17 Jan 2020 
Sputnik, Poland
“I am proud to see the first drones for ground observation missions arriving in Sicily. Our 
unarmed UAVs will provide intelligence, observation and reconnaissance data to NATO 
and all 29 allies,” – NATO Secretary General Stoltenberg said - “One drone can observe 
a territory of the size of Poland ... The system can stay in the air for over 30 hours, and 
covers the entire Euro-Atlantic region.”
https://pl.sputniknews.com/swiat/2020011711672069-stoltenberg-porownal-zasieg-drona-
nato-do-terytorium-polski/

F-35 without offset, Poland wants to join the large UAV program 
10 Jan 2020
Jakub Palowski, Defence 24, Poland
The Ministry of Defence is also planning to join the “Loyal Wingman” program, an UAV 
system cooperating with F-35, also in combat. So that Poland becomes a partner, like F-35 
program participants, working not only for their own air forces, but also for other users of 
fifth-generation fighter jets.
https://defence24.pl/f-35-bez-offsetu-polska-chce-przystapic-do-programu-duzego-
bezzalogowca
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Global Hawk drones: A look at Nato’s new spy tool (Video) 
18 Jan 2020
Bbc, Uk
The Nato military alliance has just received its first cutting-edge spy drones called 
Global Hawks. They’ll help commanders on the ground identify potential threats to Nato 
members - with one single drone able to watch over a territory the size of Poland.
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/technology-51156680/global-hawk-drones-a-look-at-nato-s-
new-spy-tool
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Stress of killing from afar creates shortage of MoD drone operators
13 Jan 2020
Lucy Fisher, The Times, Uk
The RAF’s next-generation drone programme is threatened by pilot shortages and a cost 
overrun of £325 million, the Ministry of Defence has admitted. Problems with the plan 
to buy 16 American-made Protector drones, which can fly for twice as long as the present 
Reaper model, were revealed in a letter to MPs
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/stress-of-killing-from-afar-creates-shortage-of-mod-drone-
operators-0fnm36r6t

Armed drones: legal or illegal? 
15 Jan 2020
Le Temps, Switzerland
In a decade, the number of countries using drones for military purposes has jumped to 58 
per cent. But their widespread use for targeted assassinations, as in the case of General 
Soelimani, raises many questions. A Le Temps’ video describes the matter in less than 4 
minutes.
https://www.letemps.ch/images/video/monde/nouvelle-guerre-drones-armes

From Dresden to drone: the morality of air war 
24 Jan 2020
PW Singer, Financial Times, Uk
The removal of the pilot from the point of danger lowers the costs of war. But many worry 
that the same advantage can make the decision to use force too easy.
https://www.ft.com/content/89de253e-3d33-11ea-b84f-a62c46f39bc2

Bundeswehr finally stops drone project 
28 Jan 2020
Matthias Gebauer, Der Spiegel, Germany
For years, the Bundeswehr has worked on its own reconnaissance drone spending 
hundreds of millions of euros. The German Ministry of Defense is now stopping the 
project for a so-called signal-sensing drone because of the high costs. Instead of being 
installed in an unmanned aircraft, the sensor technology already developed for the Euro 
Hawk will be installed in three “Global 6000” aircraft.
https://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/bundeswehr-stellt-drohnen-projekt-endgueltig-ein-
a-44630550-27c0-4bfc-903e-536837de3de8

WHY DRONES ARE DANGEROUS, 
AND HOW TO STOP THEM 
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Guidelines Necessary for Arming Drones 
9 Jan 2020
Wim Zwijnenburg, Trouw, The Netherlands
Drones appear to lower the barrier to use of force, which is why limits are needed. The 
US has been stretching the limits of international law in order to justify their policy of 
targeting individuals without justifying who is being targeted. During such targeted 
killings, thousands of civilians have been killed, and their families have not received any 
compensation.
https://www.trouw.nl/opinie/kaders-nodig-voor-bewapenen-van-drones~b2ee71f2/

Targeted killings via drone becoming ‘normalised’ – report 
19 Jan 2020
The Guardian, Uk
Targeted assassinations via drone strikes, such as the killing of Iran’s Qassem Suleimani, 
have become progressively normalised with the help of official secrecy, government 
propaganda and some uncritical press coverage, according to a report. In The Frame, 
published by pressure group Drone Wars, concludes that “an easy narrative for targeted 
killing” had been constructed by the UK and the US during the conflict with Islamic State, 
where several high-profile individuals were killed by drones and the existence of a British 
“kill list” emerged.
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/jan/19/military-drone-strikes-becoming-
normalised-says-report
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